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Abstract
With the advent of high - throughput technologies large amount of protein - protein interaction data are available. Many researchers
studied this data and predicted the importance of essential proteins in disease diagnosis,cosmetic development and drug design.
Knockout experiments consumed more time and money while predicting the essential protein and this motivated computational
biologists to develop algorithms and mathematical model to predict essential proteins. Early algorithms were based on topological
properties.However the major setback to these algorithms were the unreliability of protein data. To overcome this, newly developed
algorithms tried to incorporate biological properties along with the topological properties. In this study we introduce a new
algorithm called ,UDoGeC ,Uniﬁed Domain and Gene Expression Centrality Method,which combines both the domain and gene
expression proﬁles together. This algorithm is based on the assumption that an essential protein tends to form densely populated
clusters and these clusters are strongly co-expressed. If that protein has rarely occurring domains than in other protein we predict
it as essential otherwise non - essential. Finally a comparison study with three other centrality methods DC, UDoNC and PeC is
performed to evaluate the performance of this newly suggested algorithm.The results were promising that UDoGeC showed better
performance in various aspects.
c© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
Peer-review under responsibility of the Organizing Committee of ICACC 2016.
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1. Introduction
To any biologists or researchers human body is a fascinating thing. Survival of any organism is based on the cellular
level activities happening inside its body. Most of these activities are controlled by the underlying protein network
of that organism. Since a protein - protein interaction (PPI) network has this much importance in controlling the
life of any organism, this raised curiosity among researchers. In search of answers biologists tried to conduct many
experiments on PPI network and this was the origin of high throughput techniques like yeast-two-hybrid(Y2H)? ,
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tandem aﬃnity puriﬁcation and mass spectrometric (TAP-MS)? , protein fragment complementation (PCA)? and
high-throughput mass spectrometric protein complex identiﬁcation (HMS-PCI)? .
Essential protein prediction took out a wonderful turn when its importance in disease analysis? ,drug design? and
cosmetic development were exposed. It was Jeong et al.? who studied the connectivity in protein network and its
essentiality. Following his work many centrality methods based on the network properties were developed. However
these centrality methods solely depend on the PPI network data, which is not yet complete and it consist of many
spurious and missing links. Despite this known fact protein network was vastly studied to learn more about the
centrality or importance of a node.Centrality - Lethality Rule? was developed which discussed how lethal the eﬀect
will be when more central nodes are knocked out of the protein network.Giving some thoughts researchers began to
incorporate biological data along with topological properties and this turned to predict more essential proteins than
the mere centrality methods. Following the same notion this study suggests a new algorithm called Uniﬁed Domain
and Gene Expression Centrality Method (UDoGeC) to predict essential protein considering the topological properties
like neighbour count and biological properties such as domain and gene expression proﬁles. However to measure its
performance level we are conducting a comparison study with previously developed promising methods.
Synthetic biology uses essential protein identiﬁcation for drug design and identifying anomalies causing various
diseases .Since this could add more to the need for identifying essential proteins this work particularly focus on
how biological properties such as protein domain and gene expression could contribute to the cause. The proposed
algorithm is based on the following assumptions:
• Highly connected protein tends to be more essential than a low connected proteins.
• Clusters are formed around essential proteins and these proteins have more chance to be co-expressed.
• If such proteins consist of rarely occurring domains than frequently occurring ones then that proteins are con-
sidered to be essential.
This algorithm tries to assign scores based on this assumptions and the proteins are sorted in descending order. Proteins
under a particular threshold are predicted as essential and remaining one as non - essential.
2. Literature Survey
As said essential genes are vital for cellular level activities many works were proposed to study the centrality of a
node. The Centrality -lethality Rule describes the essentiality of a node. Essential gene prediction can be categorized
as centrality methods based on topological features and biological properties.
The study to identify essential proteins started with Jeong et al.? who discovered that high connectivity in a PPI net-
work give away the essentiality of the protein and this led to further discoveries. Topological features were considered
in the further studies which was named centrality methods later.Some of the centrality methods were degree centrality
(DC)? , betweenness centrality (BC)? , closeness centrality (CC)? , subgraph centrality (SC)? , eigenvector centrality
(EC)? , information centrality (IC)? , edge clustering coeﬃcient centrality (NC)? and so on.
Table 1. Essential Gene Prediction Classiﬁcation
Essential protein prediction methods Topological properties Biological properties
Degree centrality Gene expression proﬁles(PeC)
Betweeness centrality Protein domains(UDoNC)
Closeness centrality Integration of cellullar localization & biological process information
Eigen vector centrality
Subgraph centrality
Edge clustering coeﬃcient centrality
Essentiality tends to appear along with protein complexes. This was studied by Hart? .This was the beginning
for the studies which tried to incorporate biological information along with the topological properties.This prompted
the researchers to study protein complexes to identify the essential proteins? .The further studies were focused on
sequence properties? .
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As the development of high throughput techniques generated large amount of protein data many studies that focused
on studying protein domain generated protein domain data.This caused curiosity among the researchers ,so they tried
to study the essentiality of protein along with the protein domain data? .Since protein domain act as a functional unit
of a particular protein this could be considered as a biological property.
2.1. Centrality methods
All the centrality measures takes the network property as the input. It focus on the most important vertex in a
network. But the problem with any PPI network is that it is not complete and accurate. However these data contain
missing and spurious interactions? . Even the records says that for Y2H and TAP-MS the missing interaction ranges
from 43 to 71 percent and 15 to 50 percent and spurious interaction is 64 and 77 percent respectively? . From this it
is quite clear that reliability of PPI network is not adequate.
To overcome this problem researchers tried to include biological information along with the topological informa-
tion and this led to the generation of the second category .
2.2. Essential Protein and Biological Properties
The drawbacks of topological properties led to the integration of biological properties into the prediction method.
When Hart and his fellows? pointed out the special connection between the protein complexes and essential protein ,
Ren et al.? used the concept to predict essential protein combined with network topology.
Among the methods that uses the biological properties so far better results were obtained for two algorithms :
PeC? and UDoNC?
In Pec to predict essentiality of a protein gene expression proﬁles are used along with the edge clustering coeﬃ-
cient. So here the biological term is gene expression proﬁles and topological property is edge clustering coeﬃcient.
To measure the performance they only considered the proteins from DIP database and showed better performance
when compared with other centrality methods. To measure the gene expression proﬁles values? they used the Pois-
son correlation coeﬃcient.
Protein domain data are available in many databases such as Pfam? ,Prosite? and so on. Using these protein data a
new algorithm called UDoNC? was developed. Since this was the most recent development in this area their results
found to be more promising. To predict the essentiality edge clustering coeﬃcient and frequency of domain were
considered.
3. Experimental Settings
3.1. Protein Protein Interaction Network
A PPI network is graph in which nodes are represented with proteins and edges represents the interaction between
two proteins. The notation will be like G (V, E) where V represents all the protein in a network and E represents the
edges between them. An edge E (u, v) represents the edge between two vertexes u and v.
Protein domain is the basic building block of protein structure. Domain conﬁnes to a particular function of a protein or
it can contribute to its evolution. Sometimes similar domains tends to perform diﬀerent function in diﬀerent proteins.
That means one protein domain type could be present in more than one protein . Based on this fact the algorithm
UDoNC? predicted the essential proteins from the PPI data.
Gene expression is one of the most tightly controlled processes in the body. This process needs to be strictly
regulated to ensure that cells produce the correct amount of proteins when they need them. Any disruption to this
regulation can lead to serious consequences, including cancer.
3.2. UDoGeC
Eventhough UDoNC showed better performance than PeC we are trying to propose a new algorithm named UDo-
GeC inspired from the future implementation suggestion discussed in? . They suggested the possible integration of
more than one biological property along with the topological property. Gene expression is the process by which infor-
mation from a gene is used in in the synthesis of a gene product, often protein.These protein consist of many domains
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which perform diﬀerent functions.So the best suitable biological properties that can be combined are gene expression
proﬁles and domain data.
To predict the essential genes we calculated both the topological and biological properties.Edge clustering coeﬃ-
cient was used to deﬁne the clustering property of the network.To calculate ECC neighbour count is calculated ﬁrst.
Neighbour count was calculated as the sum of all the proteins incident on a protein. Here we are considering the direct
neighbours.
3.2.1. Neighbour count
For a protein Vi neighbor count or DC is the deﬁned as the number of edges incident on them. It is given as
DC (Vi) = Σ jVi j (1)
3.2.2. Edge clustering coeﬃcient (ECC)
ECC is used to deﬁne the property of a vertex. ECC used in? is modiﬁed as below sinc here only few triangles are
formed due to small sample size.
ECC
(
Vi,Vj
)
=
| N (Vi) ∩ N
(
Vj
)
| +1
min
(
N (Vi) ,N
(
Vj
)) (2)
ECC NORM
(
Vi,Vj
)
=
ECC
(
Vi,Vj
)
− ECCmin
ECCmax − ECCmin (3)
where N (Vi) (or N
(
Vj
)
) is the set of neighbors of vertex vi (or v j) .
PCC is used to measure the linear correlation between two variables X and Y.Here the gene expression correlation
between two proteins X nad Y are calculated using PCC.
3.2.3. Pearson correlation coeﬃcient (PCC)
To evaluate how strong two interacting proteins are coexpressed, their pearsons correlation coeﬃcient(PCC) is
calculated.
PCC (X, Y) =
1
s − 1Σ
s
i=1
(
g (X, i) − g (mean (X))
sd (X)
)
∗
(
g(Y,i)−g(mean(Y))
sd(Y)
)
(4)
3.2.4. Edge Weight Calculation
The edge between two proteins are weighed based on its domain type and frequency. For that we calculate the
number of domain type and sum of frequency of domains using the NDTNORM and S FDNormformulas from UDoNC? .
It is calculated as follows
Probability of each edge being essential is calculated as the product of NDT and SFD.
P (Vi) = NDT NORM (S ,Vi) ∗ S FD NORM (S ,Vi) (5)
To measure the essentiality of the interaction, the edge weight between two proteins Vi and Vj is given as follows:
w
(
Vi,Vj
)
=
P (Vi) + P
(
Vj
)
2
(6)
3.2.5. UDoGeC Calculation
Since our new method is the combination of gene and domain data we model our ﬁnal equation as follows:
UDoGec (Vi) = ΣVjN(Vi)w
(
Vi,Vj
)
∗ ECC NORM
(
Vi,Vj
)
∗ PCC (X, Y) (7)
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3.2.6. Algorithm
The prediction of essential genes done by 6 steps. We can summarize the algorithm as shown below.
Input:A PPI network represented as Graph G (V, E), gene expression data, domain data and parameter K;
Output: Top K percent of proteins sorted by UDoGeC value in descending order ;
Step 1: For each protein in PPI network, compute its neighbour count using Formula 1;
Step 2: For each interaction in PPI network, compute its neighbour count using Edge clustering coeﬃcient
(ECC) Formula 3;
Step 3: For each protein in PPI network, compute its Pearson correlation coeﬃcient(PCC) using Formula 4;
Step 4: For each interaction in PPI network, compute the weight using Formula 6;
Step 5: For each protein in PPI network, compute its UDoGeC value using Formula 7;
Step 6: Output top K percent of sorted proteins according to their UDoGeC values ;
4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Experimental Data
We implement prediction experiments based on the data of Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Bakers Yeast), because it
has comparatively complete and reliable network data when compared to other species. The data of yeast PPI network
(using the version published on the 04/29/2015) is downloaded from DIP database . There are total of 5,026 proteins
and 22,558 interactive edges, excluding self-interaction and repeated interaction.
The data of protein domain is downloaded from PFAM 28.0.The list of essential genes of Yeast is collected from
the OGEE? databases.The proteins in each species are obtained from UniProt database(http://www.uniprot.org/). The
gene expression data of yeast was obtained from Tu et al., 2005? , containing 6,777 gene products and 36 samples
in total, with 4,858 genes involved in the yeast protein interaction network.This method was tested on a sample
dataset containing 223 proteins. These proteins are selected by taking k percent of proteins from each neighbour
count.Corresponding domain details were obtained from Pfam database.
4.2. Result
In order to evaluate the prediction performance of UDoGEC, we ﬁrstly compare it with three other existing central-
ity measures (DC, PeC and UDoNC) by using some evaluation measures. Then, we analyze the diﬀerence between
the top 100 proteins ranked by UDoGeC with that ranked by the 3 other existing centrality measures and they are
shown in ﬁgures 1,2 and 3.
Fig. 1. Comparison between DC and UDoGeC
4.3. Discussion
From the performance analysis it is quite clear that UDoGeC outperforms DC in all comparison except for speci-
ﬁcity. Whereas between PeC and UDoGeC ,speciﬁcity and NPV shows slight improvement over UDoGeC. Among
the three UDoNC proved better performance so far. Our comparison with UDoNC shows that it maintains the same
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Fig. 2. Comparison between PeC and UDoGeC
Fig. 3. Comparison between UDoNC and UDoGeC
level of accuracy with UDONC , however the two factors speciﬁcity and Negative predictive value showed much
variation with UDoNC. From this we can conclude that UDoGeC performs better compared to DC and Pec and a
comparable performance with UDoNC.
5. Conclusion
In this work we propose a new method UDoGeC to predict essential proteins based on protein domains, gene
expression proﬁles and PPI networks. UDoGeC obviously performs much better than DC and PeC in all areas. But
it outperformed UDONC only in speciﬁcity and NPV .Since its accuracy level is same as that of UDoNC, prediction
rate is quite acceptable. To improve performance one possibility is polishing the formula with enough mathematical
support. UDoGeC is a hybrid algorithm so we could try to change the biological terms combination to improve
its performance.As the application areas are disease diagnosis, drug analysis and cosmetics ,we could predict the
importance of essential gene in these areas. Very active areas is disease analysis with the help of this algorithm we
could ﬁnd the correlation between essential genes and human disease gene.
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